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STUDENTS INTERESTED 
IN THE JOBS LISTED BELOW 
CAN CALL CATHY 
SCHWEERS AT STIJDENT 
PLACEMENT ON THE NEW 
WESTMINSTER CAMPUS AT 
521-4851 LOCAL 269. 
REPORTER 
The Other Press needs a repor-
ter for Richmond campus . Must 
write campus and other stories 
and attend production nights 
every Monday. Must be hard-
working, industrious, and wise. 
$25 dollars a week. 
EARN $50.00 
Surrey Student Society will 
pay any Surrey campus student 
$50.00 to construct 3 sandwich 
boards for use on campus . 
Construction kpowledge an 
asset. Drop in for more details. 
SALESPERSONS 
Two stu. are required to do door 
to door sales of finished art 
prints . A car is required. Loc . 
Richmond and lower mainland 
Wages Com. Hrs . T.B.A. 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
A PIT stu. is required to act as 
a program coordinator on a part 
time basis . Duties would in-
clude organizing and super-
vising activities (arts and crafts , 
sports) for groups between the 
ages of 6 - 18. This pos. will 
only exist for 3 weeks (till Nov. 
3, 1978) . Loc . Port coquitlam 
Hours Flexible Wages $138 per 
week . 
SECURITY INVESTIGATORS 
Criminology students who are 
21 yrs . or age or older are 
preferred to work within a dept . 
store lost prevention dept. Du-
ties will include looking for 
shoplifters, report writing . 
Must have a clean criminal 
record and will train. Loc. 
Coquitlam Hours Flexible 
Wages $4.20 per hr. 
TUTOR 
A stu . is required to tutor a 
DRAFTSPERSON Grade 12 stu . in Math , specific-
FOR SALE A FIT pos . is available for a ally in Algebra and Trigono-
Kneissl skis 185 em. with stu . who can read blueprints metry. Will make trans. at-
Marker bindings , Rieker Boots and has drafting exp . Duties rangements with tutor. Loc. 
- size 6 Vz, also poles - 588-7238. would include ordering archi- Langley Hrs. Evenings - Days 
MODELS 
BABYSITTER 
' tectural material and preparing T.B.A. Wages $5 per hr. 
work orders. Prefer someone 
FOR SALE 
Two female photographic 
models are required for print 
media work. Models will be 
modelling _ clothing from a 
fashion boutique . Prefer exp. 
and must be 19 yrs . or older. 
Will be guaranteed a min. of 3 
hrs. of work. Loc. Bby. Wages 
$25 per hr. Hours Flexible: 
A stu. is required to babysit 2 
children : 2 months and 2 yrs . 
Duties would include meal pre-
paration. Loc. New West. Hrs. 
One day per week for 8 hrs. 
Wages $10-15 per day. 
who has own trans. and would 
be an asset to have basic 
~nowledge of bkkpg. and typ-
mg. 
Loc. Surrey Hours Mon. to Fri. 
8 to 4:30p.m. Wages T.B.A. 
Head skis 193 em. with 
Solaman 55 5 bindings, Humanic 
Dynafit boots size 9 1/z , also 
poles- 588-7238. 
DON'TRUSH · 
~UGH 'IHE DErAILS. 
' WEDIDN'L · 
GALLIUM ARSENIDE OPTIMUM ACTION 
PHOSPHIDE METERING CELL. STOPPING ABI-LITY. 
Latest generation sensor, fastest Select widest lens aperture and 
reaction without troublesome the camera always selects the 
infrared sensitivity. fastest shutter speed possible 
LOW BATTERY DRAIN. under any specific lighting 
A mere.1.6 miliamps giye condition. Again1 without 
approximately 110 hours compromise. 
metering per set tl batteries. OPTIMUM CONTROL OF 
Enough for over a year of RESOLUTION. 
average shooting. All fine SLR lenses resolve well 
ELECTRONIC COMPUTER. but they all resolve bett~r at 
To determine precise exposure. certain apertures (usually near 
LED READOUT. f:5.6). Select the .optimum 
Solid state electronics replace aperture and watch your Pentax 
the meter needle, considered split hairs to deliver the sharpest 
f SLR image possible. the part 0 an ... most prone CHOICE OF SHUTTER SPEEDS 
to break down when handling 
.gets rough. NEARLY UNLIMITED. 
FAILSAFE MECHANICAL Just tum aperture dial till desired 
speed readout appears in the 
OPERATION. finder. Chance of selecting an 
Many electronic shutters stop unusable variable is virtually nil. 
working when the battery is EXPOSURE CONTROL FOR 
dead. The Pentax ME keeps 
shooting at 1/100 sec. without CREATIVE EXPRESSION. 
battery. Continuously variable exposure 
OPTIMUM CONTROL OF compensator allows 2 stops over, 
DEPTH OF FIELD. 2 stops under. 
Most important for pictorial AUTOMATION THAT NEVER 
· photography. You select the QUITS. . 
critical f stop to achieve the No matter what lens or accessory 
results you want. The ME you use. 
electronics take over to select ADAPTABILITY TO ANY 
the precise shutter speed to give PENT AX BAYONET OR 
you perfect exposure. There is SCREW MOUNT LENS. 






Fully automatic exposures. 
ADAPTABILITY TO LENSES 
YOU BUILD YOURSELF. 
Fully automatic exp . )sures. 
STRONG DIE CAST METAL 
BODY. 




Including outer shell, all internal 
mechanical parts and all internal 
lens parts. 
ROUNDED CORNERS. 
Human engineering for ease of 
handling. 
SYSTEM OF ACCESSORIES. 
' Lets you expand your scope from 
stereoscopic tt1 microphoto-
graphic images. 
SMC PENTAX LENSES. 
A wide selection of the finest 
optical quality lenses, multi-~oated 
with the most advanced anti-flare 
coating known. Priced to get them 
out of the showcase, onto 
your camera. 
Write for more details to : 
McQueen Sales Company Ltd., 
1760 West 111ird Avenue, 
Vancouver. B.C. V6J lKS. 
I' ~L-------~--------------------------------~--------7 
TEACHING ASSISTANTS 
FIT stu . (registered in 12 or 
more credits) who are native 
speakers of french are required 
to assist in first and second year 
french classes . Loc. New West, 
Surrey, Richmond Hours 8 hrs . 
per week- Days T.B.A. Wages 
Contract basis - $3,000 upon 
completion in June . 
STUDENT ASSISTANTS 
Stu. Ass ' ts . are required to 
mark stu. exercises, assist stu. 
with practice material, . ke~p 
attendance · records , mamtam 
classroom library, etc. Must be 
able to follow directions; must 
be able to relate well with other 
adults . Loc . Surrey Hours Max. 
15 hrs . per week, Mon. to Fri. 
Wages $3 per hr. 
VOLUNTEER WORK 
A volunteer worker is required 
to work with older (Grade 6 & 7) 
children with reading problems 
on a one to one basis. Must be 
reliable. Loc. Surrey Hours 




Students ·are required for door 
to door interviewing. Interviews 
specifically deal with consumer 
products. Must be confident 
and sales oriented. Car would 
be an asset. Loc. Lower Main-
land Hours Evenings and 
Weekends - hours T.B.A. 
Wages $3.85 per hr. plus 
mileage 
STUDENT ASSISI'ANT 
A stu. assistant is required to 
assist English as a 2nd Lang-
uage instructor. Assist. would 
help instructor manage the 
class, particularly in oral work. 
Assist. could also give individ-
ual help, especially with con-
versation practice. Prefer stu-
dent who has completed an 
English 100 course. Loc. Rich-
mond Hours Mon. and Wed., 7 
to 9 p.m. W:rges $3 per h?ur: 
WINDOW CLEANERS 
Stu. are required who are in 
good physical condition with 
ambition. Duties would include 
washing windows with mini-
mum supervision. Should have 
own trans. Loc . Lower Main-
land Hours Flexible Wages 
$4.50 per hr. 
TRANSLATOR 
A stu. is required who can 
translate letters written in J ap-
anese into English. Services 
would be required for an on call 
basis . Loc. Delta Hours T.B.A. 
Wages T.B.A. 
Ski Club presents a 
Hallowe'en Dance 
Oct 27 8pm-lam 
Queen's Park Arenex 
with' 'Live Win>" 
No jeans 
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NUS conference plans strategy 
LONDON (CUP)--Demonstr!lt-
ions, class boycotts, and mass 
lobbies will be some of the 
tactics national and provincial 
srudent organizations will use 
this year to fight government 
spendi~g cutbacks . 
The tight, as outlined by the 
NUS conference in London , 
Ontario Oct. 12-15, will include 
an educational campaign and 
provincial mass action this fall 
and-a national mass act in the 
spring. 
The campaign will be co-or-
dinated nationally by NUS and 
will include srudent organizat-
ions from almost all provinces . 
Their target will be federal 
and provincial spending cut-
backs affecting srudents . These 
include cuts in university and 
college funding, srudent aid 
programs , unemployment in-
surance and job creation pro-
grams and cuts in social service 
spending in general. The cam-
paign is a refinement of one 
outlined at the previous NUS 
conference in May and is based 
on six demands . These include 
the removal of all financial 
barriers to education , the 
maintenance of current pro-
grams , full government funding 
for education and the system-
atic long-term planning of edu-
cation . 
Two new demands added at 
the conference ask the federal 
government to r~c?~nize and 
accept its respons1b1~1ty to pro-
vide planned, quahry, acces-
sible education throughout 
Canada, and to • develop a 
program as its first priority that 
will provide jobs for all who 
wish to work. 
The conference also mandat-
ed NUS to mount an education-
al campaign to dispel miscon-
ceptions about international 
students and to set up a 
national petition asking for an 
end to laws that discriminate 
against these students . 
NUS delegates voted to in-
form provincial ministers of 
education of their opposition to 
the Contingency Repayment 
Student Assistance Program 
(CORSAP) . Under Corsap , sru-
dents would be advanced an 
amount of money equivalent to 
the full cost of their education 
plus a living allowance which 
would then be repaid once they 
were employed. 
According to NUS central 
committee member Gordon 
Bell, srudents under CORSAP 
would pay all costs , including 
universiry operating costs . Re-
payment would be deducted 
from wages, as is done with 
pension plan and income tax 
deductions . 
A typical four year ~A pro-
gram would require going into 
debt by about $30,000 , he said . 
This would hampe~ accessibil-
iry , . Bell said, smce many 
low-income people are reluctant 
to assume a heavy debt to 
complete their education. 
The conference also reiterat-
ed a demand for the end of 
secrecy surrounding the opera-
tion of the Canada Srudent Loan 
plenary group and for student 
representation on provincial 
srudent aid advisory commit-
tees . 
No cutbacks at Douglas 
by Nancy McR£tchie 
While ruition increases and 
financial cutbacks are hurting 
students across the country, at 
Douglas College ruition is not 
going up and cutbacks are not a 
problem. 
Bursar Bill Morfey , said , 
" We are not planning to in-
crease ruition at Douglas , we 
are not even discussing it." 
Last March , college council 
considered raising ruition fees 
for full time srudents by $10 
every year until 1982 . This 
motion was tabled after a 
committee investigated the sit-
uation and recommended leav-
ing the fees as they are. 
Morfey said that when the 
college started , the revenue 
from student ruition fees was 11 
to 12 per cent of the budget. It 
is now 7 to 8 per cent. At the 
same time the college is under 
pressure to expand and offer 
more programs. 
' 'The question is , can we 
scrape by without a fee increa-
se? " he said . " If so , that is 
desirable. The college is not out 
to dmg srudents any more than 
they have to. '' 
Morfey said that the college 
was not experiencing pressure 
from the government to increa-
se ruition , and that to his 
knowledge , they never had . 
When sections of the new 
Colleges Act (Bill 82) are pro-
claimed the provincial govern-
ment may change their stance 
on funding . 
" I can't predict vyhether this 
will affect the ruition. However, 
I don' t foresee any changes 
there.' ' said Morfey. 
Cutbacks are not evident at 
the college either. This year's 
operating budget is about $12 
million, and next year's budget 
will be about $15 million, said 
Morfey. 
Tom Sryffe, srudent sociery 
president, said that while uni-
versities are experiencing cut-
backs, this is not happening at 
the vocational and community 
college level. 
For example, he said , about 
$25 million has been committed 
to Douglas College to expand 
their programs and to build 
permanent campuses over the 
next several years. 
Styffe attributed this to a 
definite trend away from aca-
demic educational institutes 
and towards community pro-
grams and vocational training. 
Experimental reps proposed 
by Bzll Hurnham 
The srudent multi-campus 
council voted in favour last 
Saturday of Surrey campus 
council initiating unlimited re-
presentation on their council on 
an experimental basis until 
January 1, 1979. 
Although any number of 
students can participate on the 
Surrey campus council, that 
council will still only have the 
regular rwo votes on the multi-
campus council, and these 
votes can only be exercised by 
elected representatives. 
Student society president 
Tom Sryffe stated, "it will be 
totally up to them as to how the 
procedure is to be run. " He 
said , " there are no other colle-
ges or universities in Canada 
with non-elected srudents on 
their governing bodies with the 
power to vote ." 
Frank Gilbert, Surrey chair-
person, said that he hopes to 
see more srudents become in-
volved with the campus operat-
ions. "It looks good," said 
Gilbert, "now to see if it 
works. '' 
Bob Tinkess , vice-president 
internal , said he was glad the 
unlimited representation 
scheme was approved by the 
multi-campus . But, he added, 
we must be cautious because 
"there are people who will 
abuse the system." 
''We will have to be very 
careful of srudents ·who drift in 
and out, getting half involved ,'' 
said Tinkess . ''I'm seriously 
concerned about self-interest 
gtoups such as the nurses and 
interior design srudents taking 
advantage of the system.' ' 
Les Brett, treasurer, said 
thinks unlimited representation 
will ''cause too many hassles 
because of conflict of inter-
ests." Brett was the only 
member at the meeting nqt to 
vote in favour of the experi-
ment. 
Sryffe pointed out that non-
elected srudents have been 
organizing on Agnes , Maple 
Ridge, Langley, and Coquitlam, 
under the auspices of the 
student council for the past rwo 
weeks . He said , ' ' this unlimited 
representation is just broaden-
ing what we already have ." 
NUS right-wing, 
says Styffe 
by Keith Haitirey 
Douglas College student soc· 
iety president Tom Sryffe i~ 
confident that the National 
Union of Srudents (NUS) will 
now serve most of the college 's 
srudents' interests in a better 
way. 
Styffe and vice'-president in-
ternal Walt Van der Kamp 
attended the NUS semi-annual 
conference in London, Ontario 
Oct. 13-15 . 
Styffe said that he detected a 
shift in NUS ' attirude which will 
benefit Douglas College stu-
dents. 
' 'I noticed a definite right-
wing shift of most of the 
delegates at the conference,' ' 
he said. ''I'm very pleased with 
the new attitude. Most NUS 
policies are shifting in line with 
the Douglas College policies . ' ' 
He pointed out that NUS 
adopted a policy that said they 
would not support any political 
party. The D.C. student sociery 
adopted that policy last spring . 
. Styffe called the conference 
" low-key" and said that 
''nothing radical happened' '. 
But he also stated, "the confer-
ence was incredibly worth-
while . It was very productive." 
Styffe said that NUS is plan-
ning their various campaign 
strategies differently from past 
ones. "They seemed to be after 
realistic , attainable goals ." 
NUS' main campaign will be 
against cutbacks in education 
spending and qualiry. How-
ever, Douglas College will be 
placing most of it's emphasis on 
a fight against unemployment. 
"We don't suffer cutbacks in 
spending like the universities 
do," Styffe said. "But one out 
of every four srudents is un-
employed at Douglas College. ' ' 
Styffe said DCSS ' and NUS' 
strategy will involve lobbying 
local MPs . He said that such 
measures as demonstrations 
will no longer be used. 
"There' s a bad feeling to-
·wards demonstrations , espec-
ially violent ones. People would 
rather lobby and tactfully try to 
get things changed.' ' 
Van der Kamp said that 
although no demonstrations 
will be held this fall , there may 
be some in the spring . 
' ' If one instirution wants to 
go ahead with a demonstration 
this fall , that ' s floe , but it won't 
be nation-wide ," he said . 
''There may be a co-ordinated 
effort in the spring. '' 
Van der Kamp was also in 
agreement that NUS is shifting 
to the right . "It's no longer a 
radical organization.'' 
He pointed out that the 
executive of NUS was no longer 
politically influenced. ' 'Having 
people in NUS for political 
reasons is bad, " he said . "You 
don ' t see too much of that 
anymore." 
McGeer coming 
b.Y Ke£th Baldrey . 
Education Minister Pat Mc-
Geer will soon visit Douglas 
· College, and according to col-
lege principal George Wootten, 
McGeer will be meeting with 
both students and faculty . 
Wootten ·said that the date of 
the visit has not yet been 
confirmed, and the college will 
probably be notified only a few 
days before the visit. 
McGeer i.s currently touring 
all of B.C.' s community col-
leges in order to explain Bill 82, 
the colleges and provincial in-
stitutes act. 
McGeer will meet with col-:-
lege council and explain any 
details concerning the college's 
designation as an autonomous 
corporation , funding methods, 
the "fair, comparison" part of 
the act (which involves the 
comparison of community col-
leges in the province) and any 
other aspects of the new act. . 
Wootten said that if Mc-
Geer 's recent visits to other 
colleges were any indication! he 
would speak to representatives 
from the students , faculry and 
staff. 
·,:. 
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D.C. students to take over BCSF? 
by Keith Baldrey 
If all goes as pl~mned, the 
British Columbia Students 
Federation's executive will un-
dergo a major shakeup during 
BCSF' s upcoming conference 
this weekend at Douglas Col-
lege's Richmond campus. 
Tom Styffe, Douglas College 
student society president, said 
that Douglas College and Simon 
Fraser University student soc-
iety representatives will be-
·come the new executive of 
BCSF. 
''What I would like to see 
happen is for Douglas College 
to become the governing body 
ofBCSF, " he said. This will be 
accomplished, Styffe said, by 
having D.C. student society 
vice-president external Bob 
Tinkess elected as BCSF trea-
surer and former student soc-
iety president Dave ] ohnson-
elected as a member of the 
executive . 
"BCSF will be Douglas Col-
lege to a certain extent,'' said 
Styffe . " The treasurer's office 
will be on this campus ." 
] ohnson is cu.rrently a stu-
dent at SFU, and although their 
student society would like him 
to run for election as their 
delegate, ] ohnson will instead 
.run as part of the Douglas 
College delegation. He is also 
an honorary member of the 
D. C. student society. 
Styffe said- that this can be 
accomplished by having Walt 
Van der Kamp, a Douglas 
College delegate (Bob Tinkess 
is the other), relinquish his 
delegation to ] ohnson during 
the election. 
Styffe and Van der Kamp 
both claim that the past BCSF 
executives have . been a major 
problem in getting new mem-
bers to join the organization. 
Last week the University of 
Victoria student body voted not 
to join BCSF, and Styffe attri-
buted this decision to the past 
executives. "This has been a 
problem in a lot of institutions . 
The reason they dido' t join was 
because of the old executive . '' 
Vander Kamp was in agree-
ment. ''There has been per-
sonal conflict in the past be-
tween BCSF and other institut-
ions--UBC for instance--and 
hopefully this will change with 
the new executive.'' 
Styffe is confident that if 
Tinkess, ] ohnson and the SFU 
candidates (which include for-
mer Langara student president 
Gordie Bell) are elected, it will 
mean more support for BCSF. 
''With the new executive 
from Douglas College a lot of 
institutions will join,'' he said. 
''We tend to be more rational.' ' 
Styffe also said that the 
finances of BCSF will be in 
more capable hands. "We're 
more financially capable and 
have the know-how," he said. 
''The past executive seemed to 
fritter away the money." 
Breast milk 
• • containinatton 
- by Bill Burnham 
Although breast milk con-
tamination is a world-wide pro-
blem the B.C. Ministry of 
Health is doqbtful the alarm 
concerning breast milk contam-
ination should worry nursing 
mothers in this province. 
Dr. Anthony Larson, Director 
of Epidemiology for B.C., said 
people started becoming con-
cerned after seeing the pro-
gram "C. T.V. Report Inquiry", 
last December. The television 
program presented one case 
where a woman had her breast 
milk analysed by the University 
of Guelph. The results showed 
a high concentration of DDT 
and PCB's (polychlorinated bi-
phenyls); that the baby was 
receiving 2 112 times more DDT, 
and 1 112 times more PCB' s than 
recommended by health auth-
orities. 
Dr. Larson said that his 
department has recently estab-
lished a program whereby they 
will randomly sample the milk 
from 100 women. He said the 
program could not possibly test 
the milk of all nursing mothers 
because of the fact that there 
are more than 36,000 babies 
born each year in B.C. Larson 
said, ''we cannot offer an 
individual service; what we're 
trying · to find ou.t is, .~s there a 
• problem in B.C.?" " 
A Canadian study carried out 
ten years ago, revealed 'the fact 
that insecticide residues are 
ent in the human body, and 
babies fed breast milk 
be exposed to high levels 
of these chemicals . . 
Che.micals like DDT and 
PCB's are stored in body fat, 
~nd are stored jn the fat of 
. Other contaminates 
n.-•• .,~·n~ in human milk, 
but DDT and PCB's show up in 
the highest concentration and 
are the easiest to detect. Both 
these chemical compounds per-
sist in the environment, accu-
mulating in human animal fat. 
The La Leche League, an 
international organization de-
voted to the practice of breast-
feeding, feels that women 
shouldn't concern themselves 
unless they've been exposed to 
an industrial spill. 
The Department of National 
Health and Welfare initiated a 
committee to look into the 
problem of PCB' s in human 
milk. The committee's report 
said that there are no cases of 
infant illness in Canada or the 
U.S. associated with PCB's in 
breastmilk. Their recommen-
dation was that women contin-
ue breastfeeding, that it is "the 
optimal manner of infant feed-
ing." 
Some of the known benefits 
of breastfeeding are: breast-
milk provides excellent nutrit-
ion, it is easy to digest, it 
protects the infant from aUer-
gies, infections and disease. 
Breastfed babies suffer from 
fewer infections, they are less 
prone to anemia,. plus the fact 
they benefit from the increased 
physical contact with their 
mothers. There is also ev~dence 
which sug~ests . _it may ~ave 
long-term protetttve effects for 
such adult disorders as o'!jes:ity 
and heart disease. 
"Campus Life" 
Surrey 
~- room _complex 
Wed. 4:00 P.M . . 
r 
New ABE phonic_c- ·drawinR displayed by Coquitlam president Ann "-·"'"'J·"•x. 
Barbara Bowmar 
Douglas College ABE expands 
by Rob Guzyk 
The Douglas College Adult 
Basic Education program is 
being expanded to include 
courses to teach adults how to 
read and write. This . pilot 
program is ~eing expected to 
start in] anuary on the Coquit-
lam campus. 
According to the 1971 Can-
ada Census, 27 per cent of the 
people in the Douglas College 
region have less than a grade 
nine education. 70,000 people 
have less than a grade five 
education. 
The program will cost $74,-
000 and is being funded by the 
Ministry of Education. These 
funds will cover the cost of 
advertising, manuals and sal-
anes . 
The program will rely on 
volunteer tutors who will be 
under the direction of a paid 
co-ordinator. Tutors will work 
on an individualized program of 
ten students to one tutor. 
"It has been found that 
non-professional tutors make 
better teachers," said Barbara 
Bowman, co-ordinator of the 
Individualized Adult Reading 
Commission. She added, 
"training will involve about 15 
hours and will probably be held 
on Saturdays.'' 
Attempts to acquire tutors 
will be made through news-
papers, libraries, radio talk-
shows and television. 
''The Instructional Resources 
Center on campus has helped 
by producing suitable drawings 
for adults", stated Bowman. 
''Present phonic books are child 
-oriented and are demeaning to 
adults attempting to learn liter-
acy skills. ' ' 
Coquitlam principal Ann 
Kitching expressed enthusiasm 
for the project. She stated, "I 
would like to see the Coquitlam 
campus make an effort to get 
this program started as an 
example to other colleges .' ' 
If the literacy · program at 
Douglas College is successful 
the Ministry of Education will 
probably adopt the program to 
other community colleges in 
B.C. 
Money-back guarantee 
by Bill Burnham 1
'v oluntary refundable student 
fees could work at Douglas 
College," student society pre-
sident, Tom Styffe said last 
week. 
Styffe was given direction by 
the Multi Campus Council to 
investigate how other colleges 
and universities implemented 
voluntary refundable student 
fees; whereby students can 
receive a refund on their stu-
dent activity fees if they request 
it. 
Presently there are seven 
post secondary institutions 
across Canada which have re-· 
fundable fees. According t_o 
Styffe, the University of Water-
loo is th~ only one in which it 
works. · 
·The s.tudent federation at' 
waterloo .. is hot a society it's a 
company," said Styffe. "It 
works because they can run as a 
corporate situation, they dort't 
have to be democratic." Wat-
erloo has been operating under 
voluntary refundable fees for 
the last two semesters during 
which time their budget has 
decreased by 7 pet cent. 
Styffe said the Waterloo stu- reprtsentation (to serve on 
dent federation owns and oper- committees) unless you can 
ates such facilities as a pub; financially support it," he said. 
bookstores, laundry mats, and a He added that in the event the 
pizza store and that they all student society budget decrea-
.operate at a profit. ''If there is a sed by a large sum, the student 
demand for a service they so<;iety would probably fold. 
should be able to at least offer Styffe pointed out that Laur-
that service at cost,'' he said. entian has a student body the 
If students want refundable same size as Douglas, and that 
fees at Douglas, the money to its student society went broke 
run things will have to come after introduciag voluntary re-
from a busine~s, said Styffe. fundable fees. "The society 
"But we haven't got a busi- immediately folded up, and the 
ness, so it's got to come from students were without services 
the students." for a year; their tuition went up, 
The Douglas College student their book prices went up, they 
council has only a few services lost all their representation on 
which operate at a profit, such committees." 
as the pubs. l'N housing list, Styffe said he thin._ks refund-
the free swimming~ the legal able fees could ·work at Douglas 
· services a.r£ a.ll directly subsi- but that he doesn't think the 
dize8- b)i'~tudent activity fees. · society is ready for them at this 
'!I don't . care about the time. 
services; about the housing, the · ''First we must get ourselves 
free swimming, the pu.bs or· into the position where, if we 
anything.else, .th«t students can have a referendum on voluntary 
get, along ·without that," said refundable student fee_s and _lt 
Sty.ffe. '!Whatl do care about is p·asses, we can handle tt,'~ satd 
whether wehave SOm!!.boqt at Styffe. "I don't thin~ we're 
the meetings to say N01, we .ready for it. We're certainly 
don't want O\lf tuition fees to go ready for it morally, and the 
up. That is the·important thing. students are ready for it, -but 1 
"Representation costs mon- don't think we (the council) are 
, you cannot have proper ready for it financially.'' 
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Pinion trying to_ 
• • pnnt again 
The Douglas College admini-
stration has been studying ways 
to get the Pinion back on its feet 
and printing again. 
The Pinion is a college-fund-
ed newspaper produced by the 
journalism program as a lab 
paper. It was started in 1975 
and last year was published 
every two weeks during the 
spring and fall semesters. 
The paper has not yet been 
published this semester. 
and benefits of the 'auxiliary 
employee ' from advertising 
revenue .'' 
The head of the journalism, 
Charlie Giordano, is also the 
managing editor of the Pinion . 
Giordano said last week that, 
" I don't know what's holding 
(the Pinion) up. I' ve got to have 
it now. I've got students who 
want to start working in lab." 
However, Porter said that 
Journalism students have not 
been pushing to start up the 
Pinion. "They don't have 
enough copy to fill the first 
issue ," he said. 
Porter has proposed that the 
paper be published weekly , 
alternating "a four-page tab-
loid with an eight-page tab-
loid ." 
5 
The Pinion's budget this year 
will be coming from the Rich-
mond campus and no longer 
from the English and Commu-
nications department , due to 
the recent reorganization. 
The hallowed halls of the Agnes Street campus. 
. 
Don Porter. of Richmond 
Don Porter, principal of 
Richmond campus, has been 
studying proposals and recom-
mendations on how the Pinion 
should operate. 
In a report to a management 
committee last week, Porter· 
stated, "the goal of this propo-
sal is to derive the entire 
operating costs of the Pinion 
from its advertising revenues." 
Les Hibbert, comptroller, 
said that the Pinion has an 
expenditure level of $17,000 for 
this fiscal year, and that this 
covers the costs of the paper 
until April. He explained that 
this amount includes a quarter-
time release for a faculty mem-
ber (Giordano). 
Styffe new AOSC head 
by Keith Baldrey 
Douglas College student soc-
iety president Tom Styffe was 
elected as an executive of the 
Association of Student Councils 
(AOSC) at the recent National 
Union of Students (NUS) con· 
ference in London, Ontario. 
All Douglas College students 
are members of AOSC, and will 
soon be able to receive some of 
the discounts and benefits 
available to them through the 
organization by purchasing an 
AOSC identity card for $2.50. 
AOSC is affiliated with the 
Canadian University Travel 
Service (CUTS). Some of the 
benefits include discounts at 
over 1,000 shops and stores 
across Canada. Students are 
also able to arrange charter 
travel at discount prices. 
Styffe said that ''There are 
phenomenal .discounts in Eur-
ope" and claimed that the 
special youth rates are some-
times two-thirds the regular 
price. 
Porter also said that the 
1978-79 objective he proposes is 
to retrieve "the costs of salary 
There will be further discus-
sion on the matter this week. 
''I'm hoping we'll come to a 
conclusion shortly," said Por-
ter. 
Styffe is the new Western 
Regional member of the board 
of AOSC, which is a non-profit 
organization that most post-
secondary students belong to. 
Registration up 
Douglas College admissions director Gerry Della 
Mattia presented his registration report to college 
council last Thursday. There are 5,834 students 
attending Douglas College this fall, an increase ,of 
almost 550 from last fall. Most of the students are 
involved in the university transfer program, but there 
has been a substantial increase in the number of 
general studies students from last year as well as a 
slight decline in the career student population. 
New Westminster campus has the largest populat-
ion, with 2,410 students attending there. Surrey has 
1,664 students on its campus. The smallest campuses 
are Maple Ridge (47 students) and Langley (136 
students) . 
The most popular career programme is criminology, 
which has 231 students enrolled. Nursing, commerce 
and business administration, and accounting are also 
popular. Visual arts and theater programs both have 
less than six people enrolled in the career program. 
Although New Westminster campus has the largest 
campus population, the city itself only supplies seven 
per cent of the total number of students. Most of the 
students live in Surrey. 
There's a grand total of 16,446 course enrollments 
at the college, and this averages out to approximately 
three courses per student. 
New committee formed 
Douglas College council will form a committee to 
look after the downtown New Westminster permanent 
campus during its planning and construction stages. 
The New Westminster Campus Project Steering 
Committee will review the design of the new college 
and ensure that the college's demands in regard to 
the new campus are being met. Council member Fred 
Gingell said , "It is critical that the campus' 
development remain in the hands of the college, and 
not outside the college.'' 
The committee will have representatives from 
students, faculty, staff, administration, college coun· 
cil, and possible the Ministry of Education and 
Ministry of Finance . 
The people already named to the committee ~.r:e 
New Westminster campus principal Bill Day, assist-
ant bursar Bob Lisson and director of physical 
planning W es Graydon. 
News Briefs 
Graydon will be the overall manager of the 
committee but Bill Day will have most of the 
responsibilities. 
The new campus is scheduled for completion in· 
1981, but is not expected t~ be ready until after that. 
The course is being sponsored by Manpower and is 
bein~ held at two Surrey high schools during· the 
evenmg. 
Newton Center is expected to be completed Feb. 1, 
1979, but there may be a delay as the funds for the 
center have not been officially granted by the Ministry 
of Education. 
Course but no campus 
Although the Newton Center campus is still under 
construction, one of its courses is starting right on 
schedule. 
The college has been awarded a contract to train 
typists who will become key-punch operators in the 
Surrey Tax Center. ~ 
According to Reg Pridham, dean of educational 
services, 160 to 200 people will be enrolled in the six 
week course. Pridham said if the students meet the 
course requirements before six weeks, they 'will not 
have to complete t~e full course. 
D.C. nixes Fraser dinner 
Douglas College has reluctantly decided not to 
'contribute to the Fraser Educational Foundation's 
No~ember 15th fund-raising dinner .. 
The Foundation had requested that the college send 
a delegate to the dinner, which is $150-a-plate affair . 
The college decided that it would be inappropriate to• 
contribute financial donations to a charity · or 
foundation. 
Bill Morfey, bursar of · the colleg~, said th~t 
although that policy is not spelled out. i.n the Public 
Schools Act it is in line with the policies of school 
districts and to do otherwise "would invite financial 
requests from all fund-raising organizations .' ' 
The Fraser Educational Institute is a registered 
charity and is dedicated to the preservation and 
support of the Fraser River. 
The dinner will be in honour of the foundation ' s two 
recently appointed life patrons, pr. Hugh Keenley-
side, former B.C. Hydro chairman, and David 
Anderson, the former head of the B.C. Liberal Party . 
Styffe's duties include atten-
ding five meetings a year in 
Toronto, and helping to set 
policy and future goals of the 
organization . 
Styffe puts Surrey in line 
At Saturdays multi-campus Student Council meet-
ing the Surrey campus council brought up their letter 
to The Other Press, regarding their funding. (see 
letters page) 
Tom Stytfe, president, told the Surrey representat-
ives that they had no say over the funding of the 
newspaper, as this was directly funded by the 
students to The Other Publications Society. 
He stressed that Surrey disassociate themselves 
from the main council in this matter, as he said 
student council would lose credibility in the eyes of the 
students by bickering or fighting with the student 
newspaper. 
Styffe also said that the funding of the newspaper 
was not simply funding for a small group of students, 
but was providing a service to the student body. 
Several members of The Other Press attended the 
meeting to defend their case. 
Council course credits 
In the future, students may receive course credits 
for working on student council, according .to Bob 
Tinkess, vice-president internal. 
He is currently negotiating with the college 
curriculum committee for the council executive 
(president, vice presidents internal and external, and 
treasurer) to receive 3 credits per semester each and 
for campus representatives and chairpersons to 
receive 1112 credits each. 
Council members appeared to feel that they should 
·all receive 3 credits, but Tinkes.s said the college 
would not go for that. 
Tinkess said that the student council would operate 
the same as they do now. There would be no 
instructor, and the council would remain. autonomous 
from college pressure . The pre-requisite for the 
course would be that the council members w-ere 
elected by the students. 
The negotiations are in the early stages, and a 
course outline must be written for the curriculum 
committee to consider. 
Tinkess felt that there should be recognition of the 
educational benefits of working on student council. 
Also, he believes it will make it easier for students to 
find the time to become active in student affairs . 
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• • Small IS niCe 
by Keith Baldrey 
mall is beautiful,'' said 
S Sandra Foulds, eating lunch in a cramped stu-dent--faculty--staff -
lounge. She was refer-
ring to the place where she 
works, the Maple Ridge cam-
pus of Douglas College. 
And small 1t is. The college is 
located in a 50 year old , 
crumbling schoolhouse that sits 
surrounded and hidden by the 
Maple Ridge school board and 
city offices. The top floor (the 
one that isn't the basement) is 
used by the college for class-
rooms and offices. The college 
has occupied the building for 
almost two years. 
The college also has the use 
of the basement, but at the 
moment the only things down 
there are bathrooms, locked 
doors, and a small gymnasium 
(the only athletic space in any 
Douglas College building on 
any campus). Faded posters of 
Muhammed Ali dot the walls, 
as well as a warning sign that 
commands you not to ''kick the 
punching bags ." There are no 
punching bags . 
There is another drawback 
against the basement which 
prevents the college from tak-
ing full use of it . "I shouldn't 
be telling you this ," said 
Foulds , "but the thing we ' re 
known best for around here is 
that the basement floods all the 
Another person who feels 
that way is student Shirley 
Desjarlais. ''This place has got 
kind of a homely atmosphere," 
she said. Desjarlais said that 
she, and most other students, 
enjoy the features common to 
old schoolhouses - large , spa-
cious classrooms with high 
ceilings and a "lived-in" feel-
ing to them. 
Although the building is 
clean inside (freshly painted 
walls) the outside appearance is 
another story. The place looks 
like it has been given one paint 
job in its entire history. The 
original colour seems to be 
pink, but it could have been 
white . · 
The stairs are creaky and the 
bctck windows are dirty. Per-
haps this is why the college has 
Sandra Foulds 
tim , , 
Fe · ld · h d h. - gone unnoticed by some people 
ou s 1s t e o-everyt mg in Maple Ridge . 
of Maple Ridge. She acts as , 'The RCMP detachment is a 
librarian, counsellor and tour block away, and they ' re sup-guide. Her official job is in the 
admissions department, but posed to be observant, but they 
since that is in the same room just recently noticed that we're 
here ," said Foulds . 
with everything else that isn't a But Foulds also said that 
classroom, she finds herself 
most of the town supports the ~~i~~ ag~n~t.h~~~~eth:~~e~~~ college. ''We have the whole-
·hearted backing of the com-
ever phoned the Maple Ridge munity , • • she said. • 'The repor-
campus has been answered by f 1 1 · 
her cheerful voice. She' ll talk at ter rom the oca paper ts 
always around here looking for length about her campus with-
out being prompted . stories and things. " 
" We do without alot of Douglas College figures to be 
an important part of Maple things, such as a library," she 
said , "but the students and Ridge . The town 's downtown 
faculty enjoy the advantages of core is being redeveloped and 
small contact." Foulds feels ~hey have invited the college to 
that the worn out look of the be a part of the plan and be 
college adds to its appeal. relocated downtown (shades of 
-~, 
..... :,~. 
" ~ "' ,f 
,. t• I _I 
deja vu) . The college has so far 
been receptive 'to the idea, and 
is likely to move when the time 
comes, probably in. 1980. 
But Foulds hopes that the 
college stays where it is . "I 
personally know - and a lot of 
people feel the same - I'd rather 
work here and keep the place 
full, with the same atmosphere, 
rather than move somewhere 
else ." 
Keeping the place full should 
be no problem. The campus 
already has 250 ·Students, who 
take vocational and university 
transfer courses. There will be 
no increase in the number · of 
courses offered this spring, 
however. 
Foulds is worried that the 
lack of courses offered at Maple 
Ridge will drive some potential 
students away. "If a student 
from here has to take one or two 
courses in New Westminster or 
Surrey , he might as well take 
them all there, " she said. 
Foulds is also concerned that 
the lack of activity for the 
students could cause problems. 
She claims that there has been 
only one event in the campus' 
history - last year's Christmas 
party . 
''At the moment none of the 
students have any activity," 
she said . ' 'They come in here so 
grateful of what they are given 
but don't think of what they can 
get out.' ' 
The campus may get livelier 
though . Its vice-principal , Don-
ovan Jones, is calling a meeting 
for the students this Wednes-
day. They may be able to get 
some money from the Douglas 
College student society to fund 
clubs and activities. 
The campus is slowly grow-
ing up . An open house is 
planned in December, and the 
town is becoming more and 
more interested in them. In 
fact , everyone seems to be 
paying the campus a lot attent-
ion. Everyone , that is , except 
where it counts , according to 
Sandra Foulds . 
) 'You sometimes wonder 
where the college is in their 
support, '' said Foulds v 
" Agnes St. campus 
There is more to Douglas College 
Not everyone attends the "big four" 
Richmond and Coquitlam .) . There are also 
They may be small now but in a few 
We visited them last week. 
-
It used to be a 
by Lorin Mealey the college will try to extend the 
lease until the permanent 
T ucked amtdst apartments downtown New Westminster and corner churches on site is completed in four years Agnes Street in New time . Westminster is the Ag- The courses offered here are 
nes St. campus . primarily career oriented: child 
This temporary Douglas Col- care , community service wor-
lege campus was formerly a ker, employment opportunities 
Catholic elementary school , as for women and theater. 
is ma<;le obvious immediately by The college shares the school 
the small number of offices and with two other community-ori-
classrooms, the child-height ented organizations . 
blackboards, and the single In the meantime, they are 
basketball hoop and hop~cotch considered a part of the New 
lines in the paved area behind Westminster camous, and have 
the building. a representative on the New 
West advisory council , There 
The flat-roofed school, still are eight-five full time and 40 
owned by the Catholic church, 
I feel like 
I am in an 
elementary 
school 
was added by the college in 
August to relieve overcrowding 
on other campuses. The college 
is renting the building on a 
temporary basis . The lease 
expires in January 1979, and 
part time students. 
Many of the students and 
instructors seem to enjoy the 
small campus atomsphere , 
though they are all aware of the 
obvious need for appropriate 
facilities . Student representat. 
ives recently presented the New 
Westminster campus advisory 
council with a lisr of requests 
for improving the campus . 
The requests included a fur-
nished student lounge, a hot 
beverage machine, a ventilated 
smoking area, a pay telephone 
and improved janitorial and 
staff service . 
New Westminster campus 
principal Bill I!>ay recognized 
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than you may think. Six trailers 
campuses ( New Westminster,Surrey, by Keith Baldrey 
l angley is one of the fastest growing com-munities in British Co-lumbia. Its population 
growth will far exceed 
three "sateilite" campuses. 
years, watch out. 
most other towns and 
cltles in the Lower Mainland . 
As the population grows, so 
does the number of potential 
college students. 
But while the demand for a 
large local college is growing, 
the college itself isn't. 
At the moment, the Langley 
campus consists Of six portable 
buildings. They are situated at 
the rear of Langley· Senior High 
School, with a large bush on the 
other side. All space available 
otO the college is taken UP. The 
buildings (except for the cam-
pus office) are joined together 
because ot t1re regulations. 
The most serious problem 
facing Langley campus is the 
lack of space for additional 
classrooms, and this means that 
the campus course programs 
cannot be expanded and neither 
can the student population. 
"It's the same old problem," 
said campus principal Ken 
Moore, "We have lots of cus-
tomers and lots of things to do 
but there's no space." 
Moore satd mat he has no 
doubts he could fill a Langley 
campus with 1000 students, but 
the odds of him getting the 
chance to try are minimal. 
At the moment Langley has 
about 350 students, wtth most 
of them registered in Adult 
Basic Education and upgrading 
courses, as well as universitY. 
transfer courses. 
atholic school 
Moore said that he " time-
tables 100 per cent. We're 
pretty well full up, with only 
one empty section." 
Moore was appomted princi-
pal this year, during the reorga-
nizational process . He was fo-
rmerly the director of continu-
. ing education at the college . the students ' demands as ap-
propriate , and said that al-
though there is no room for a 
lounge , one classroom will be 
available at lunch time . He said 
that a pay telephone is B.C. 
Tel ' s responsibility and that 
exercise mats and furniture are 
up to the student society. 
· The side effects of being a 
post-secondary student resid-
ing in a small elementary school 




like a telephone 
and lounge: the theater group , 
_ when not holding classes in the 
Bingo Hall beside the college, 
is known to break out into 
occasional basement fits of 
tap -dancing , which are faintly 
dis tracting to the classrooms 
above . 
The campus also has the 
disadvantage of having only 
one classroom that can be 
blocked out for use of projector 
and film . 
Child care instructor Dave 
Burgess noted that the Com-
munity Service Worker pro-
gram, previously held in Co-
quitlam, is " less isolated at the · 
Agnes St. campus, as it is in 
wtth similar programs .' ' He 
also said that there was a need 
for private offices for working 
and counselling. 
One student from the Com-
munity Service Worker pro-
gram said that "It would be a 
benefit to be part of a larger 
campus .. .It is hard to make 
nme to go to the llbrary, 
especially if you don't have a 
car." Agnes St. students use 
the New Westminster campus 
library. 
Kim Burke , although she 
likes the campus, says that 
'' there is not that much toge-
therness with the student soc-
iety .. . Because there is no 
lounge or cafeteria we mtss 
interaction with students from 
other programs.'' 
" We should have more facil-
ities . .. especially a telephone ." 
" It stinks . I feel like I'm in an 
elementary school. '' 
''None of our feelings about 
the building reflect our feelings 
about our instructors. They 're 
His office is in the Douglas 
College blue and white trailer 
that sits in the middle of the 
campus. Besides his office, the 
trailer holds the library, admis-
sion~, cou_~sellin_g, the lounge 
great! ' ' !ft'i! 
"One thing: there ' s lots of , 
parking. '' 
and the office of vice-principal The college students are 
Donovan] ones. allowed to eat lunch in the 
The other five buildings are school cafeteria and Partington 
classrooms. They are perhaps calls their food "the best and 
the most modern of any class- healthiest food you can buy for 
rooms on any campus ofDougl- a dollar.'' 
a~ College . They are spacious, Although things seem to oe 
wtth ~ew wall-to-wall carpeting going smoothly so far on Langl-
~nd mcely panelled walls add- ey campus, the problems will 
mg to the clean decor. There mount and become more ser-
~re eyen TV's and coffee mach- ious as time goes by unless 
mes m a couple of the rooms. there is more room for some 
There are also blinds on the badl;:-needed expansion. 
windows, which is unheard of at 
the Surrey and New Westminst-
er-campuses. 
Although the students at the 
campus are happy about the 
classrooms, the instruction, and 
the surroundings, they are not 
pleased with the lack of facilit-
Ies. 
"We're supposed to be star-1 
ting an agriculture program but 
I don't know where it's going,'' 
said Moore. "I have another 
course starting in December 
and I don ' t know where to put 
that either. '' 
Moore said there seem to 
a few alternatives to the · 
ion but none of them are v .. ,._,." 1 
and they won't be able to 
the long range problems . 
Perhaps the largest single 
complaint the students have 
concerns smoking regulations. 
Almost every student we talked ' He said that wha,t they 
to, although many of them did is a permanent campus, 
not smoke , voiced their displea- that seems to be a few 
sure at not having any place to down the road . "The Pnlllr<>t• 
smoke. - Ministry is saying that 
not going to give you 
''Not havmg a place to smoke until the Surrey 
can be very frustrating at campus is built we're 
times," said student Doris Par- written into the ~inistry ' s five 
tington. ''What are we suppos- year plan .'' 
ed to do when we want to 
smoke, go stand in the bath- Moore said that he would be 
room?" h~ppy with a permanent site, 
Other students complained wuh temporary buildings . He 
about having such a small mentioned that the New West-
lounge (and having -to share it minster buildings could be used 
with everyone else on campus) when that campus is relocated 
as well as the parking facilities downtown. 
(or lack of them). 
One student also comptamea 
about the programs offered at 
the campus .. "The programs 
he_re aren ' t very good at all,'' 
satd Gwen Remple . "If I want-
ed something other than basic 
training and skill developing I 
wouldn't go here. " 
But the majority of the stud-
ents were pleased with the 
set-up of the campus, and 
dido ' t mind being situated in 
the middle of a high school. 
"We have an excellent relat-
iot?-ship with the high school, ' ' 
satd Moore . ''They let us hold 
six classes there two nights a 
week. '' 
But whatever happens, one 
thing is clear: the campus 
can't stay where it is and still 
meet the town's and the stud-
ents' demands . 
' 'I would be very sorry to stay 
here because that would mean 
not developing a permanent 
-site, " Moore said . " We thou-
ght we were gmng to be a 
permanent caq~pus in ] anuary 
1979.We have to do something 
imme~~ately. The demand is 
there . 
The qemand is there , but the 
money isn't. If something isn' 
done soon, Douglas College 








The Surrey campus student council has decided to undergo 
an experiment that will mark a radical departure from the 
conventional student government structure that is to be found 
in most college and universities across the country. 
They have chosen to initiate " unlimited representation" on 
a trial basis until January . This new concept will allow any 
student to have a vote on the campus council, whether that 
student is elected or not . One of the reasons behind the plan is 
to allow increased student input on council, something which 
is sorely lacking here and which has plagued all student 
councils at the college. 
We applaud their new plan and wish them success, but hope 
that the idea is not taken advantage of by unscrupulous 
students who may have the needs of themselves and not the 
needs and desires of the campus student body in mind when it 
comes time to formulate policy and allocate funds . 
Bob Tinkess, vice-president internal, has already voiced his 
concern and we hope that the Surrey council will keep a 
watchful eye and prevent the abuse of their fine idea by a few 
irresponsible students and their self-interest groups. 
There are other dangers that have to be safeguarded 
against, such as the possible lack of consistency in 
policy-making and the prospect of alot of bickering between 
future council members, which will prevent the business of the 
council from being done and will not allow the students' needs 
to be served. 
We hope that these fears will prove groundless in the next 
few months, and that other councils will employ this new 
structure. If this experiment works, the campus councils will 
be able to obtain a better feeling of the opinion of the students, 
and that opinion will carry more weight. 
This new concept may be the first step in involving more 
students in their own affairs, and help break the stranglehold , 
apathy seems to have taken on the student body . 
Perhaps one of the most naive ideas we have heard yet is 
that of voluntary refundable student activity fees. 
What the idea entails is the opportunity for Douglas College 
students to request their $12 activity fee (or part thereof for 
part time students) back after the first few weeks of courses. 
They could not then receive benefits for any services 
subsidized by the student activity fees. 
First the administrative problems. How do you prevent 
students from·Jooking at the housing board listings, or picking 
up a copy of the newspaper, or attending social events that are 
subsidized? 
How do you operate the student society office for the month 
it takes for people to take back their money? Do you hire a 
business manager and keep your fingers crossed you can pay 
them? 
It would be astonishing if st4dents at this college were to 
continue supporting the student society in any concrete and 
effective way. Most students do not have any idea of who 
council members are, or what they do and they feel no afinity 
or loyalty to them whatsoever. This is no reflection on the 
student council, it is reasonable that most students won't take 
part in student activities. However, Douglas College students 
win the prize every time for lack of interest, and we fear that if 
they didn't have to pay, they wouldn't. Especially just after 
registration, when tuition and textbook expenses cause them 
to examine their budgets unhappily. 
The budget cuts that would probably result from this move 
would prevent the student society office from operating 
effectively. There would be very direct consequences to the 
amount of representation that students could have in stUdent 
education issues. 
Lobbying against cutbacks, against youth unemployment, 
and for amenities such as lounge space and food services, are 
the less visible duties of the student government, but the 
things that we feel are most important, and not to be 
jeopardized. 
Student government would lose credibility as a lobbying 
force if they were not representing all the students . Although 
our college council appears to be fair and considerate of the 
students here, these are hard times, and someone must 
present our case and protect our rights as students. 
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Garden of worms 
''Nobody likes us, everybody 
hates us, we're going to the 
garden to eat worms'' dept. 
Gosh we get alot of hate mail! 
We fear that all of Surrey is 
turning against us. We've been 
accused of being too leftist. 
(Perhaps they spied those ap-
plication forms we sent in to 
Homer Stevens' church group .) 
People tell us that we are too 
biased in our editorials (who-
ever heard of an unbiased 
editorial?) . 
Gee whiz, you guys, cut it 
?ut! _He_ck, you're giving us an 
mfenonty complex, similar to 
the one we gave the Pinion 
before they were run out of 
.town . 
Speaking of the Pinion, that 
soothsayer of college business 
and master of cutie-pie jour-
nalism, we have heard rumours 
that our old friends may be 
starting up again . Oh-oh, it 
looks like we may have to start 
reporting facts again. Oh well, 
we need the competition. It 
keeps things interesting on a 
slow news day. 
However, we don't plan to it was a day off fr9m the grind 
squabble with the Pinion this of the newsroom. But they did 
year. Their two golden boys, face some hazards. Guy's car 
Ross Fairweather and Rick 
stalled while trying to get on 
Weldon . (who, . inci?entaU~, the Albion ferry, and his cam-
have dectded to Junk JOurnaltsm era ran out of film the minute 
and instea? become speechwri- he got to Langley. Not only 
ters for Btll Vander Zalm) a~e that, but Keith had to spring 
no longer · there, so there s for the lunch at that haven of 
nobody to pick on. Not yet . poor students- the A & W . 
On the brighter side of _They said they enjoyed their 
things, another one of our tnp so ~uch that they 1 offere_d 
reporters has bitten the dust . to do tt everyday, but . thetr 
This time the notorious Cle- proposal was polttely . reJected 
mens Rettich learned that sex and they were told to go back to 
and posters' don't mix has work. Now. 
' Who says nothing exciting 
taken the fall. The workload happens around here? (We do.) 
was just too much he said. But 
he'll still be our friend, and will 
continue to be our 'entertain-
ment man and infuriate every-
one with his opinion articles . 
Two of our more courageous 
staffers , Guy Tannen and Keith 
Baldrey, paid a visit to the other 
side of the world when they 
visited Maple Ridge and Lang-
ley campuses last week. 
They went, they said, to write 
a feature on those little-known 
campuses, but actually to them 
~'-- - ~ - ----. 
--- -----






In reply to Clemens Rettich's 
" Posters objectionable" , I want 
to thank him. It was refreshing 
to have such views expressed 
by a young person who has also 
enough courage to stand behind 
his convictions , as to have them 
printed. Since he gave a few 
clarifications describing where 
he "is at" may I also expand to 
say that, although not of his 
generation, I'm quite tolerant 
to a host of things and happen-
ings, even expressions, which 
would have been enough reason 
to be expelled or at least 
severely reprimanded at "my" 
time . But there certainly are 
limjts and all would do well to 
leave love and I or sex out of 
advertising. . 
But we live in the age of 
Heffner et al and so it would 
seem perfectly permissible to 
some aspiring academicians to· 
talk the same way and be ''with 
it" ... But in a close community 
where it is directed to those 
who are part of us, whom we 
know? At least in some exten-
ded way? I find it degrading, 
and degrading in both direct-
ions: for the invited and the 
'' invitors'' . 
Helen Zoellmer 
Surrey council's TOP policy 
Dear Editor, 
Partially as a reaction to your 
editorial in the "Turkey Issue" 
of The Other Press, dated 
October 11, 1978, as well as a 
definite need to clarify the 
Surrey Student Council's view-
point with regards to The Other 
Press Society's funding, this 
letter is being submitted for 
your benefit, as well as the 
benefit of all the students 
who have followed this issue . 
We realize that some blame lies 
with us for not clarifying the 
apparently - rash statements 
that were made at our first 
council meeting. Thank you for 
informing us of the need to be 
clear and cautious when making 
public statements. With this in 
mind, the followi(Jg is Surrey 
Student Society's statement 
about The Other Publications 
Society's funding. 
We feel that student funding 
for The Other Publications Soc-
iety (25 per cent of the total 
student budget) be contingent 
on s~dent input and member-
ship . For example, if fifteen 
students .were contributing 
members, the funding should 
be greater than if only four 
people were contributing mem-
bers of the Society. 
Salaries and wages should 
not be paid to any . student 
working on the newspaper. This 
larger sum of money could be 
re-directed to a larger paper, 
and would open the door to 
many more options for the 
Society and its paper. After all, 
one cannot deny the fact that 
members of tqe Student Society 
work very hard, spending a 
good deal of time in admini-
strative duties. They do not 
receive, nor do they expect' to 
receive wages or salaries . 
In synthesizing; the lack of 
support from the journalism 
students, as well as the student 
body at large, has led us to 
adopt a new policy. This policy 
is based directly on student 
participation in student funded 
enterprises . We feel that fund-
ing of The Other Publications 
Society should not alone dictate 
the existence of the paper, but 
that journalism student sup-
port , as well as student body 
support determine the input, 
quality and general functions of 
The Other Publications Society. 
This should ideally lead to a 
more open, non-critical editor-
ial policy. Perhaps this would , 
in turn, encourage more input 
from students of all factions . 
Support for your paper should 
come from the student body, 
the student society, and the 
administration and faculty. 
We are hoping that this 
policy will be treated as positive 
criticism and will be used for 









Leftist TOP views slailted 
Dear Other Press; you also have the right to your 
For the last little while I have own opinion. 
been reading and criticizing 
The Other Press. Apparently I 
was a bit too careless with my 
remarks, some of which were 
overheard by a member of The 
Other Press staff, who suggest-
ed I write a letter to the editor. 
Frankly, I needed that . It's time 
I put down my complaints about 
the paper on paper. So here you 
have my erstwhile private im-
pressions about The Other 
Press over the last two or three 
weeks. 
One of my chief complaints 
has been that the paper seems 
to have slightly left-wing ten-
Another complaint I have 
about The Other Press is that it 
is not sufficiently student-ori-
ented. Quite frankly, I'm tired 
of reading articles about the 
Gestapo of the North, the 
R.C.M.P. I really am not inter-
ested in articles about our 
medieval prisons. And I could..-
n't care less about articles 
whose theme is that men should 
be allowed to sleep with boys if 
they want to (you may have 
noticed that here I am referring 
to articles from past semes-
ters). 
dencies. Of course, it would be The opportunities available 
just as bad if the paper had for expressing those opinions, 
slightly right-wing tendencies. however, are, to say the least, 
My point is that, in my opinion, slanted in your favour . Equal 
The Other Press is too biased, time granted to these council 
especially in the columns and members (and any other stu-
editorials. Of course, column- dents) in the pages of The 
ists have the option to hold any Other Press would go a long 
opinion they like. However, you way toward improving the sit-
people must realize that the uation. However, it has been 
weapon you hold--the power of my honest impression that 
the press--is something to opinions which contradict those 
which no one else on campus of The Other Press staff are not 
has full access. To use this often given space in the paper. 
power in 'the manner ;you have Maybe those articles and opin-
is, in my opinion, unfair. ions . s~Qlpt{ are not being 
The example I have in mind written.-~! tlt>rf·r .know. I do 
is a recent editorial which w~ .know, .however, that I haven't 
particularly hard on Surrey seen many. 
Stwdent Council members Bob 
Jensen and Bernie Angelopou- Plea-se don't get me wrong. 
los, who expressed some nega- This week's article about the 
tive sentiments over the Stu- ' experiences of a student in 
dent Council's ~nding of The India (Corinna, Seeing India 
Other Press~. Rtght .or wrong, from the Other Side,. Oct. 17) js 
these counctl members h:tve a a cut above some of the other 
right to their opinion. Granted, articles .that have been publish-
ed in The Other Press . If this 
article is an indication of things 
to come, then more power to 
you. I just hope that this article 
is the start of a long string of 
good ones. 
There are ·other complaints 
about The Other Press which I · 
myself and others have expres-
sed, ranging from allegations 
that the paper is too exclusive, 
to jokes about the spelling of 
words. However, these things 
are second in importance to the 
two main opinions I have ex-
pressed in this letter, that The · 
Other Press is too biased, and 
that the paper could be more 
student-oriented. The Other 
Press has, i believe, the poten-
tial to become a really serious 
piece of journalism. However, 
until you clean up your act, 
you' II probably be overhearing 
a few more unfavourable com-
ments about the paper. 
Sincerely, 
Lee Thompson 
Three things: 1] The student 
counczl does not fund The Other 
Press. The students of Dougtas 
College voted to give us a · 
guaranteed 25 per cent. of their 
activity fees, and the student 
council plays no part in thz~. 2] 
Anyone is ·· ¢elcome to have 
letters and~ o/Jlnions published .. 
· in The Other Press and we have 
never refu~ed any letter, .vega-
live or positive. 3] If we-. are not, 
sufficiently studimt-on·ented ·it 
is because we feel that students 
are people, affected by people 
issues. We do· appreciate any 
feedback about our content. 
Editor 
Textbook prices up at universities 
OTTAWA (CUP) - Text book prices are up as much as 20 per 
cent at universities and colleges across Canada. 
At the University of Manitoba, about three-quarters of the 
increase is due to the weakened Canadian dollar, according to 
the textbook supervisor at the bookstore. 
The majority of textbooks are bought from the U.S., where 
the Canadian dollar is C!nly worth 85 cents, she said. 
As well, she said , there is an extra markup when foreign 
books are bought through Canadian distributors . 
Textbooks at the University of Toronto bookstore have also 
increased in price by 20 per cent. However, prices for the same 
textbooks at other Toronto universities, such as York , are 
lower because prices at those universities are subsidized by 
the universities . 
U of T students must pay between $140 for education 
students , and $937 for dentistry students, for textbooks and 
equipment, according to student awards officer Dilys Olden. 
She said the average was $250 for arts and science students . 
Book prices at Red River Community College are going up 
20 per cent, according to the bookstore manager there . 
At Douglas College, textbook prices have increased by at 
least 15 or 20 per cent over last year's prices . 
UI cuts hurts welfare programs 
OTTAWA (CUP) - The federal government's proposed 
tightening of the Unemployment Insurance system will cost 
social welfare programs an extra $15 million next year, 
according to the co-chairperson of the federal-provincial 
committee examining the impact of the cuts . 
Yvon Charlebois , federal co-chairperson of the committee, 
said provinces were told that the cuts will result in a $50 
million "added expenditure to social welfare systems across 
Canada. '' 
The committee met during the week of October 9 to discuss 
ways of lessening the effect of the proposed changes, he said. 
One amendment considered, according to spo~espeople for 
the committee, would be to exempt people living in regions 
with unemployment rates of 11.5 per cent or higher from a 
proposal to require more weeks work by people claiming UI for 
the second time within a year. 
People in areas of lower unemployment would have to work 
as many weeks as they first received benefits before qualifying 
again under that proposal. 
The committee also recommended reducing the proposed 
requirements of 40 weeks worked within the last two years to 
be eligible for Ul. 
SASA holds rally against racism 
BURNABY (CUP)- Racism is so bad in Vancouver, according 
to the Simon Fraser University South Asian Students 
Association (SASA) that they sponsored a rally Oct. 19 to point 
out how bad the situation is . 
Speakers included NDP federal candidate Svend Robinson 
and SFU acting president Dan Birch. 
"We want to tell you that racism exists today in Vancouver 
and Burnaby in all its hatred and violence," SASA president 
Manji Pendakur told the 200 students in the audience. 
He cited a recent attack on a SFU graduate student who was 
beaten by a group of men apparently on their way to see a 
punk rock concert on campus. 
Last December two SFU students were attacked .on a B.C. 
Hydro bus. . 
"We are tired of being told that violence is · spotadic, " 
Pendakur said, "and that nothing can be done · abeut it. 
Something can be done if there is a will. " 
BCSF and NUS lose referendum 
VICTORIA (CUP) - A bid for membership in two student 
organizations failed October 17 as s~dents at the University of 
Victoria voted against joining the British Columbia Students 
Federation (BCSF) and the National Union of Students (NUS). 
The BCSF vote was 856 against and 507 in favour of joining 
the organization. The NUS vote was 879 against and 473 in 
favour. 
Twenty-five per cent of the student population voted, which 
is one of the largest turnouts in several years . 
PAGE FIVE 
.- .Page five of The Other Press is"normally reserved for letters 
and opinions . The views . expressed on this pag-e · do not 
.·· necessarily reflect those of this newspaper. 
If you are angry, or <:oncerned or interested. in something, 
and think it 's worth sharing with the .college community, this 
is the place to do -it. _ 
All letters and opinions must. be typed, double spaced, and 
bear · the name of the writer for reasons of validity. A 
pseudonym may be used if the real name is also submitted. 
Submissions which are not> signe<l will· not be published. We 
reserv«·1:i:).e ·t'ight to edit all letters and opinions for-d~ri!V and libel. •• Cf ' •. 
· · .. .. Deadline for submissions is 4 p.m. Fridays arid submissions 
can be sent to The Other Press, New Westminstf:t, ::.thre~~h 
intercampus mail. -




What a mess! I thought that I would sit down and explain to 
you, dear reader, exactly what I thought about the controversy 
surroundmg the CBC and its big brother, the CRTC. It s·eemed 
like a simple task at first, so I thought--fool that I am! In order 
that this statement of mine appears to be as airtight as 
possible, I spent man hours digging through old newspaper 
clippings and articles dating back as far as 1954. 
The end result of this diligent research was that I am now 
more confused than I was when I started. After more hours 
spent wrestling with the information and trying to let my 
conscience dictate my true response, I still couldn't come up 
with anything. 
So you ask does this mean that my career is.' finished? Of 
course not . I'll just continue on and explain why I couldn't 
reach a decision, and thereby show you just how hard it is to 
stick your neck out every week, not to mention getting myself 
off the hook for appearing to be gutless. 
The problem seems to be the result of rwo conflicting 
thoughts: one, should the government be allowed to dictate to 
the Canadian people what they can or cannot view on 
television; and rwo, should the Canadian people, myself 
especially, be subjected to the garbage which passes for 
programming on most American nerworks. 
There you have it. A battle berween the rights of the 
individual vs. my entirely subjective view of American 
television. Unfortunately for the cause of civil rights, my 
subjectivity seems to win hands down. I sincerely believe that 
any person who could bring his/her-self to watch more than 
five filinutes of "Mork and Mindy" is mentally deficient, to 
put it mildly. I can apply this opinion to a large number of 
American shows, including among others, Charlies Angels, 
Happy Days, most of the variety shows and all of the childrens 
shows I have had the pleasure(?) of viewing. 
The quality of broadcasting is, as I said, an entirely 
subjective principle. If you are one of the people who like to 
watch apy of the shows just mentioned, neither I nor the 
Canadian government should have any say in it. It would be 
folly for anyone to suggest that taste in entertainment be 
legislated. 
For those people concerned with Canadian cultural identity, 
this presents a bit of a problem. It has been shown that where 
American television is available along with Canadian 
television, the t\.merican product will usually win out in the 
ratings . If privately-owned Canadian nerworks were to exist, 
using the same material as the CBC, they would lose their 
shirts. 
This is where the CBC comes in. As a government 
corporation they are not expected to, nor do they, make 
money. The CBC has the opportunity to produce uniquely 
Canadian material without worrying_ too much about it's 
commercial success. In reality, they do worry abour it 
somewhat, as witness the copies of American programming 
we are occasionally subjected to. 
I will support the CRTC' s claim that the CBC can help to 
ensure "Canadian cultural survival", and perhaps establish a 
Canadian "identity." What I balk at is the CRTC' s method of 
promoting Canadian television. 
In their attempt to preserve national unity and make Pierre 
Trudeau's pet project come into being, the CRTC abuses the 
powers given them under the Broadcasting Act of 1968 and 
more recently, the supreme court decision on jurisdiction 
regarding cable TV. 
By preventing this ''infinity of choice'' --the American cable 
nerworks--the CRTC is practicing nationwide censorship. For 
any citizen educated on the writings . of Thoreau, Locke, 
Broadbent, etc. this is an outrage. ''No person or agency has 
the right to determine what I watch", they shout from their 
windows "We're mad as hell, and we're not going to take it 
any more." Or something like that. 
That's easy, you say. Just improve CBC programming in 
order that more people will want to watch Canadian television. 
there is a hitch to this, being that my definition of 
improvement might be different from another persons. For 
many people an improvement would mean more imitation of 
American programs. Some of us might want to see more 
serious drama and Canadian entertainers. For those whose 
definition of improvement does mean more sit-coms, variety 
shows and light comedy my ideas are horrible. The prospect of 
what they would suggest in turn makes me shudder in 
apprehension--! have already seen ten minutes of Renee 
Simard. 
If the majority of the people want American programming or 
.a Canadian version thereof I should accept that because I 
support the principles of democracy. Still, though, I 
understand how the cultural gurus at CBC and the CRTC feel 
when they tell us they know what we should be watching . But 
for anyone concerned with the spectre of Orwellian 'Big 
Government', the choice is a simple one. 
I can live with this decision for a while, at least until I 
remember that someone, somewhere, is watching Battles tar 
Galactica and actually liking it. 
Hamlet refreshing 
by Clemens Rt;ttich denstern. The scenes of Ham-
The Vancouver Playhouse let's te1gned madness are also 
production of the Shakespeare particularly good . 
classic Hamlet is new, fresh The other characters in the and fascinating. 
The interpretation is new and play are also well portrayed, 
deep-cutting and the acting is with the exception of Laertes, 
good with a few minor flaws who besides playing his role in 
and the odd bit of carelessness . the drama without any sense of 
conviction also committed some The costumes are definately 
unique and original and the set terrible sins of bad acting. 
is a masterpiece of s_implicity. Often words were unintelligible 
because they were strung to-
This production ot flamlet is gether in rapid fire lines that 
naked. There are no extra were uttered in near monotone . 
flourishes, no extra layer of . The action in Shakespeare is 
pomposity. Hamlet is played by · important but the words, every 
a young man with alf the fresh one of them, is paramount. 
vigour and dynamism that can Admittedly, the role of Laertes 
bring to a role. Too often in the is a monstrously difficult role to 
past this role has been playe~ play because he is the only 
by the finest, most experienced ·"good" character in a play full 
actor in the company, and the of fatally flawed ones . 
end result would be a portrayal But the role would be much 
helped if- a bit more attention 
that was powerful, heavy and would be paid to the basics of 
sometimes overserious. Hamlet his presence on stage. 
is not a comedy character, but Ophelia and her father Polon-
he is a young man and a human ius are played with sparkle and 
being created as only Shakes- verve. I have never seen the 
peare can create a character. madness scene with Ophelia 
The Hamlet we see at the played the way I think it is 
Playhouse is not light but he is possible to play it, but the 
lyrical. The heavy burden of performance on Saturday was 
revenging his father's death is excellent. Grief pushed past the 
occasionally lightened by out- bounds of sanity was well 
bursts of boyish humour and played. Polonius was portrayed 
flashes of a lig~t-heartedness by the venerable Robert Clo-
that are now only seen as a thier of Beachcomber's Relic 
shadow. These moments are · fame, a veteran of the Van-
especially touching when Ham- couver stage, and an actor of 
fet meets his rwo old school the old school, full of dignity 
friends Rosencrantz and Gil- and grace, with a fine sense of 
wit. The minor character that I 
enjoyed the most was the leader 
of the acting company grave-
digger. He was portrayed as 
every comic relief character in 
Shakespeare should be played, 
wtth care paid to the subdeues 
and ironies of Shakespeare 
humour, but also with a relish 
for the truly funny. 
The part of the play that was 
an unexpected surprise was the 
set. Designed by Cameron Por-
teous, the set · was a beautiful 
study in simplicity. Painted 
battleship grey from top to 
bottom, the set focused total 
attention on the action. Variety 
was provided by blocks of 
varying sizes that move in and 
out of the set proper and floor 
on rails. The only flash of colour 
on the set was the famous 
is stabbed by Hamlet. Its bright 
colours stood vut conspicuously 
against the grey and reminded 
one continuously of the eaves-
droppers presence during the 
very powerful scene berween 
Hamlet and his mother. It is 
almo~t worthwhile to go see the 
play for the set alone, but there 
is much much more on which to 
feast the senses. 
This play is at the Playhouse 
for the next few weeks. · If you 
have never seen a Shakespeare 
tragedy, but don't feel like 
gomg to a stutly play, then go 
to Hamlet. It is unpretentious, 
powerful and moving. This is 
going to be one of the theatre 
smashes of the year. 
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Shape up free 
by Keith Baldrey 
An hour long Fun and Fitness 
program is now being held at 
the Canada Games Pool every 
Tuesday and Thursday at 12 
noon . 
"It's basically an exercise 
and game session, " said Chris 
Johnson , a Douglas College 
P .E. instructor and the col-
lege's community education 
consultant. ''People will be 
laughing and sweating at the 
same time." 
" We want people to go out 
and have a good time , and 
elevate thcir pulse ," he said . 
" It's better elevating your 
pulse this way than looking at 
dirty posters .' ' · 
The one hour of fun and 
fitness consists of 20 minutes of 
" stupid games" such as leap 
frog, and the remaining time is 
for such activities as water polo, 
JOggmg or a sauna . 
] ohnson ·hopes to have at 
leas t 10 people participate in 
the program each time , but the 
first class - last Tuesday - drew 
only three people. All students 
are allowed in free , and staff 
and faculty are charged one 
dollar. ' 
The recent re-organization of 
the college will probably 
account for poor attendance by 
administration and some facul-
ty , Johnson feels . "Everybody 
cancels fitness time to go to 
meetings ," he said. "It should 
be the other way around .'' 
Since staff only gets one hour 
for lunch, and everybody else is 
usually tied up in meetings or 
classes, Johnson hopes to at-
tract more students this year . 
So if you need a break from 
books and desks, take a trip to 
the pool and shape up . It 's both 
free and fun. 
- -
and pulse elevation available to students T 
A rewarding future 
~---ll:lll--_fo.r the you_ng people Of 
Canada, from deep 
roots in our proud past. 
People from every known national origin combined 
to forge this great country-Canada. Each contribution 
has been both individual and unique. And, so it has 
been with the Force. The RCMP shares its roots with 
dedicated people whose ance~tral hom~lands dot the 
entire globe. 
The ever-broadening horizons of career opportu-
nities in professional law enforcement with the Force 
are attracting men and women from coast to coast 
in ever greater nurnbers. 
If you 're a Canadian cit izen 18 or over, have 
completed grade 12 or the last grade of high school 
in the province of education or their equivalent, are 
able to speak, read and write English or French, are 
physically and medically fit, possess a valid 
Canadian dr.iver's license and an exemplary 
character, mail us this coupon today and we'll send -
-you full information. 
rTHEcoMM~S.oNu~~~~Pot~e------ ys 
I OTTAWA, ONTARIO K1A ORl You 
could be 
with tile RCMP. 
I NAME ............ ... ...... ............................... .. .................... .. ...... ..... .... ......................... ... .. ......... .. . 
I I ADDRESS .. .. .. .. ...... ............. ........ .... ........... ....... ......... ... ....... .... ... .. ...... ... .. .. .. .. .. ...................... . 
I C ITY ...... .... ...... .. .... .... ............ ...... ... .............. . .' .. .............. ... ....... ... ..... .... ....... .. .. ... ... ........ ... .. .. .. . . 




lhe Douglas Rugby Club is 
off to a flying start this year 
winning 12 of it's first 14 league 
games . The results' are as 
follows: · 
First Division 
Douglas 4 Richmond 6 
Douglas 20 Pitt River 9 
Douglas 18 Burnaby 8 
Douglas 16 Abbotsford 6 
Second Division 
Douglas 10 Richmond 4 
Douglas 20 Pitt River 0 
Douglas 14 Burnaby 4 
Douglas 23 Abbotsford 0 
Third Division 
Douglas 10 Richmond 3 
Douglas 12 Chilliwack 0 
Douglas 4 L!ingley 0 
On the basis of these results 
Douglas leads the second and 
third divisions in the Fraser 
Valley league, and is second to 
Surrey in the first division by 
one game. Douglas plays 
against Surrey on Nov:. 18th. 
In collegiate play Douglas 
has 3 wins against 1 loss. 
Douglas won by default over 
Cariboo College and dropped a 
17-0 decision to BCIT. Last 
weekend the team travelled to 
Kelowna coming away with two 
hard fought victories against 
Okanagan College . In the first 
game.Douglas won 7-4 on a try 
by Stan Taylor and a towering 
4) yard field goal by Kevin 
Wolf. Douglas let 7-0 at the half 
but faded badly in the second 
half and were lucky to hang on 
for the win . In the second game 
the Douglas team paced them- -
selves better and won relatively 
easy by a score of 12-4. Tries 
were scored by Jerry Martinek 
and Kevin Wolf, and Wolf also 
kicked two converts. 
There will be a public meet-
ing for all those interested in a 
storefront food co-op for the 
·Surrey area on Wednesday, 
October 25 at 7:30 p .m. At the 
Newton library (13742 72 Ave .) 
Come and ask questions, make 
suggestions , volunteer or just 
find out what a food co-op is all 
about. Bring a friend! 
.12 
PRACTICES 
BASKETBAll . Arenex 
Queens Park, 5 · 7 p.m. Tues . 
and Thurs . 
VOllEYBAll · Arenex 
Queens Park, 5 · 7 p.m. Mon. 
and Wed. 
RUGBY . Queens Park, 6:30 · 
8:00p.m. Mon. and Wed. 
Nov. 19, 1978 ·Jane Martin . 
classical flutist 
Dec. 17, 1978 · Vancouver 
Chamber Choir - sing-a-long of 
caroles after concert. 
Jan. 21, 1979 ·Rita Radzikow-
ski · classical instrumental 
Jan. 21 , 1979 · Rita Radzikow-
ski · classical soprano, Canad-
ian folk songs 
SUNDAY CONCERT SERIES . 
3 to 4 p.m., Tickets generally $1 
for adults $.50 for seniors and 
students. 

















7:00 to 9:00a.m. 
Noon Swim 
11:30 to):OO p.m. 
Pleasure Swim 
3:00 to 5:00p.m. 
Pleasure Swim 
6:30 to 8:30p.m. 
thursday 
Early Biid 
7:00 to 8:30a.m. 
Noon Swim 
11:30 to 1:00 p .m. 
Pleasure Swim 
8:30 to 10:30 p.m. 
sunday 
Early Birc,l 
7:00 to 8:30a.m. 
Family Swim 
11:00 to 1:00 p.m. 
Pleasure Swim 
1:00 to 3:00p.m. 
Family Swim 
3:30 to 5:30 p :m. 
Pleasure Swim 
6:00 to 8:00p.m. 
Adult Swim 
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. 
THE OTHER PRESS OCT 24, 1978 
If you want to know Y!hat is going on at Douglas College, ask us. Better 
yet, if you know what is going on, tell" us. Phone 525-8684 or 525-3830 
DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
DAYCARE 
Located here on Surrey Cam-
pus , has fulltime spaces avail-
able for children ages 3 · 5 
years old. 3 fully qualified 
daycare supervisors. For more 
information call 588-4411 Local 
217 or drop in for a visit. 
Date: Tues . October 24, 1978. 
Time: Noon to 2 p .m. 
Place: 4 Room Complex, Surrey 
Campus. 
Please contact Shelly Sommer-
ville, Educational Planner, 588-
4411 , local 25 7. 
World of Puppetry Workshop 
Sat. Oct. 21 at 1 p .m. in the 
Surrey Art Gallery. Bob Wil-
liams will give a lecture de-
monstration. Free admission. 
CURRENT GALLERY EXHIBIT 
People and Landscapes - Paint-
ings and Drawings by Chris 
Harris to October 29. 
GAllERY HOURS: 
9-4:30 p .m. 
1-5:00 p .m. 





On Wednesday, October 
25th , 8 a.m. to 10 p .m. at the 
Surrey campus, college stu-
dents will be able to have their 
student cards laminated at a 
charge of 25 cents. Anyone who 
wants to take advantage of this 
should go to the college library 
on campus._ If demand war-
rants, similar provision will be 




Circulation & Systems 
Career Seminar Wed. Oct. 25 
"Fashion Industry" 12 to 2 
p.m. Richmond campus . 
Opera . a special comic intro-
duction to opera. 
Dec . 12, 1978 · Anna Wyman 
Dance Company · modern 
dance 
Feb . 5, 1979 - Galliard Ensem-
ble · chamber trio 
Mar. 7, 1979 · Sinfonia Trom-
bones - trombone quartet 
Friday Noon Hour Concert Ser-
ies Fall1978. 
Douglas College · New West-
minster 12 Noon N405 (Band 
Room) -
Oct. 27, 1978 THE SOUNDS OF 
BRASS The City Centre Brass 
Nov. 3, 1978 JAZZ AT DOUG-
LAS COLLEGE The AI Wold 
Trio 
Dec. 1, 1978 OBOE RECITAL 
Tony Nickels, Oboe 
Participate in the community! 
The Surrey Crisis Center' 'Inter 
-section'' needs volunteers to 
answer 24 . hour crisis lines. 
Minimum hours required, in-
teresting, challenging. Training 
session starts soon. For infor-
mation call 581-5288. 
PERFORMANCE FOR YOUTH 
· O~ce again the Surrey Arts 
Center will run a student con-
cert series in conjunction with 
the Surrey School District. This 
program is restricted to Surrey 
School District students. 
Nov. 6, 1978 · B.C. Touring 
Feb. 18, 1979 · Halcyon Players 
· classical instrumental quartet 
Mar. 18, 1979 · Sinfonia Trom-
bones · classical semi-classical 
brass quartet 
Apr. 22, 1979 · Canadian Thea-




7:00 to 8:30a.m. 
. Noon Swim 
11:30 to 1:00 p.m. 
Pleasure Swim 
. 




7:00 to 9:00a.m. 
Noon Swim 
11:30 to 1:00 p.m. 
Pleasure Swim 
8:15 to 10:15 p.m. 
During the 1978/79 season, 
the Surrey Arts Center Theater 
will offer the following concert 
series, commencing in October, 
1978. 
English Placement Test Nov. 1. 
Must be taken for entrance into 
first year English courses . Can 
be taken at any post-secondary 
institution. 
Tues. Oct. 31 ·8:30a.m. · 4:15 
p .m .. Workshop on Organizing 
Citizen Participation. 
This one day workshop 1s 
intended for public agency 
staff, appointed and elected 
officials and community leaders 
who wish to learn techniques 
and personal skills , which will 
increase the productivity of 
their citizen participation ef. 
forts . 
The fee is $35 and participants 
are advised to pre-register by 
Friday, Oct. 27. For more 
information call Continuing 
Education at 588-6404. 
BEYOND THEATER with 
YUREK BOGAJEWICZ 
Nov. 6 ·Dec. 16 
These workshops will be a 
unique opportunity for individ-
uals involved in any type of 
creative endeavor to stretch the 
limits of their creative potent-
ial. 
The workshops will concen-
trate on exploration and discov-
ery of the vital link of man to a 
primordial theatrical event and 
the way in which this process 
can expand our human potent-
ial. The aim of the work will not 
be a reconstruction, i.e., acting 
out a script or role, but rather a 
search for a theatrical essence 
without division into spectator, 
action , and actor. 








Nov. 6 · Nov. 17 (Day) 
Nov. 7 · Nov) 18 (Eves .) 
Nov. 20 · Dec . 1 (Day) 
Nov. 21 · Dec . 2 (Eves.) 
Dec. 4 · Dec. 15 (Day) 
Dec . 5 · Dec . 1() (Eves.) CHILDRENS THEATER HOUR 6· 
· For children, ages 6 to 11 
years. 2 - 3 p.m. Tickets .50 
cents Children and Adults. 
Day: Monday to Friday 9 a .m. 
to 2 p .m. Evening: Tuesday to 
FriJay 5 p.m. to 10 p .m. & 
Saturday 10 a .m. to 3 p.m. 
BEYOND THEATER Nov. 18, 1978 · "Charlotte's 
Web" c/o #2 · 2754 West 4th Ave . Vancouver, B.C. 
Dec . 16, 1978 . Dirk's Marion- Phone· 734-2051. 
ettes - special Christmas pro-
gram · "Rumpelstiltskin" 
Jan. 20, 1979 · " Benji" 
Feb. 17, 1979 ·Mountain Dance 
Theater - special children's 
program. 
Mar. 17, 1979 · "'1001 Arabian 
Nights - Mr. Magoo" 
Apr. 21, 1979 · "Race For Your 
Life, Charlie Brown" 
wedneS)ay 
Early Bird 
7:00 to 9:00a.m. 
Noon Swim 
11 :30 to 1:00 p .m. 
Family Swim 
6:30 to 8:30p.m. 
Adult Swim 
8:30 to 10:30 p .m. 
Midnight Swim 




1:30 to 4:00p.m. 
Pleasure Swim 
6:30 to 8:30p.m. 
GOLD 
CHAI-NS 
lOK 14K IBK 
$15 .00.$500.00 
Low Prices 
fi$/e beat the competition) 
20% Discount 
!with this coup_on 
AI-and Sandy 
Surrey Coin and 
Stamp 
13567 King George Hwy. 
Surrey. B. C. 





makeup and disguises. 
:· 
Free Swimming .effective 
Your own mother 
won-.: recognize you! 
with our 
Times Square Smoke 
late September to mid December 1978 
must have must have D.C. student card 
· and Joke Shop 
678 Columbia st. 
New West. ' 
526-7055 
